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We introduce a class of Markov decision problems (MDPs) which greatly simplify
Reinforcement Learning. These MDPs have discrete state spaces and continuous
control spaces. The controls have the effect of scaling the transition probabilities
of an underlying Markov chain. A control cost penalizing KL divergence between
controlled and uncontrolled transition probabilities makes the minimization prob-
lem convex and allows analytical computation of the optimal controls given the
optimal value function. An exponential transformation of the optimal value func-
tion makes the minimized Bellman equation linear. Apart from their theoretical
signi�cance, the new MDPs enable ef�cient approximations to traditional MDPs.
Shortest path problems are approximated to arbitrary precision with largest eigen-
value problems, yielding an O (n) algorithm. Accurate approximations to generic
MDPs are obtained via continuous embedding. Off-policy learning of the optimal
value function is possible without need for state-action values; the new algorithm
(Z-learning) outperforms Q-learning.
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1 Introduction

In recent years Machine Learning has made remarkable progress by reducing hard problems to easier
ones. Perhaps the most prominent trends in that direction have been non-linear extensions of linear
methods [4], and convexi�cation of hard optimization problems [2]. One area where convexity and
linearity have not yet had signi�cant impact is Reinforcement Learning. Here we show for the �rst
time that MDPs can be formulated as convex and analytically tractable optimization problems, and
that the Bellman equations can be reduced to linear equations. This theoretical breakthrough enables
a number of novel approximation methods for existing problems, as well as opens up a new class of
optimal control problems which can be solved ef�ciently.

1.1 Generic MDPs

Before introducing our new family of MDPs, we recall the standard formalism. Throughout the
paper S is a �nite set of states, U (i) is a set of admissible controls at state i 2 S , ` (i; u) � 0 is a cost
for being in state i and choosing control u 2 U (i), and P (u) is a stochastic matrix whose element
pij (u) is the transition probability from state i to state j under control u. We focus on problems
where a non-empty subset A � S of states are absorbing and incur zero cost: pij (u) = �ji and
` (i; u) = 0 whenever i 2 A. Results for other formulations will be summarized later. If A can be
reached with non-zero probability in a �nite number of steps from any state, then the undiscounted
in�nite-horizon optimal value function is �nite and is the unique solution [1] to the Bellman equation

v (i) = min
u2U(i)

n
` (i; u) +

X
j
pij (u) v (j)

o
(1)

For generic MDPs this equation is about as far as one can get analytically. It can be solved via
dynamic programming [1], however that may require a large number of policy or value iterations,
and the minimization in (1) requires exhaustive search over U which may be large.



2 A class of more tractable MDPs

We now construct a novel class of MDPs where the control u 2 RjSj is a real-valued vector with
dimensionality equal to the number of discrete states. The objective is to make the minimization
problem in (1) convex and be able to solve it in closed form. The elements uj of u will have
the effect of directly modifying the transition probabilities of an uncontrolled Markov chain. In
particular, given an uncontrolled transition probability matrix P with elements pij , we de�ne the
controlled transition probabilities for our MDP as

pij (u) = pij exp (uj) (2)

Note that P (0) = P , corresponding to the notion of uncontrolled dynamics. In some sense this is
the most general notion of "control" one can imagine � we are allowing the controller to rescale the
underlying transition probabilities in any way it wishes. However there are two constraints implicit
in (2). First, pij = 0 implies pij (u) = 0. In this case uj has no effect and so we set it to 0 for
concreteness. Second, P (u) must have row-sums equal to 1. Thus the admissible controls are

U (i) =
n
u 2 RjSj;

X
j
pij exp (uj) = 1; pij = 0 =) uj = 0

o
(3)

Real-valued controls make it possible to de�ne a natural control cost. Since the control vector
acts directly on the transition probabilities, it makes sense to measure its magnitude in terms of
the difference between the controlled and uncontrolled transition probabilities. Differences between
probability distributions are most naturally measured using KL divergence, suggesting the following
de�nition. Let pi (u) denote the i-th row-vector of the matrix P (u), that is, the vector of transition
probabilities from state i to all other states under control u. The control cost is de�ned as

r (i;u) = KL (pi (u) jjpi (0)) =
X

j:pij 6=0
pij (u) log

pij (u)

pij (0)
(4)

From the properties of KL divergence it follows that r (i;u) � 0, and r (i;u) = 0 iff u = 0.
Substituting (2) in (4) and simplifying, the control cost becomes

r (i;u) =
X

j
pij (u)uj (5)

This has an interesting interpretation. Before each transition the controller speci�es the price uj it
is willing to pay (or collect, if uj < 0) for every possible next state j. In the absence of monetary
incentives the Markov chain behaves according to pij , but it can be bribed to modify its behavior as
in (2). When the actual transition occurs, say to state k, the controller pays the price uk it promised.
Then r (i;u) is the price the controller expects to pay before observing the transition.

Coming back to the MDP construction, we allow an arbitrary state cost q (i) � 0 in addition to the
above control cost:

` (i;u) = q (i) + r (i;u) (6)
We require q (i) = 0 for absorbing states i 2 A so that the process can continue inde�nitely without
incurring extra costs. Substituting (5, 6) in (1), the Bellman equation for our MDP is

v (i) = min
u2U(i)

n
q (i) +

X
j
pij exp (uj) (uj + v (j))

o
(7)

We can now exploit the bene�ts of this unusual MDP formulation. The minimization in (7) subject
to the constraint (3) can be performed in closed form using Lagrange multipliers. For each i de�ne
the Lagrangian

L (u; �i) =
X

j
pij exp (uj) (uj + v (j)) + �i

�X
j
pij exp (uj)� 1

�
(8)

The necessary condition for an extremum with respect to uj is

0 =
@L
@uj

= pij exp (uj) (uj + v (j) + �i + 1) (9)

When pij 6= 0 the only solution is

u�j (i) = �v (j)� �i � 1 (10)



Taking another derivative yields

@2L
@uj@uj

����
uj=u�j (i)

= pij exp
�
u�j (i)

�
> 0 (11)

and therefore (10) is a minimum. The Lagrange multiplier �i can be found by applying the constraint
(3) to the optimal control (10). The result is

�i = log
�X

j
pij exp (�v (j))

�
� 1 (12)

and therefore the optimal control is

u�j (i) = �v (j)� log
�X

k
pik exp (�v (k))

�
(13)

Thus we have accomplished our �rst objective � which was to express the optimal control law in
closed form given the optimal value function. The optimally-controlled transition probabilities are

pij (u
� (i)) =

pij exp (�v (j))P
k pik exp (�v (k))

(14)

These probabilities are proportional to the product of two terms: the uncontrolled transition prob-
abilities pij which do not depend on the costs or values, and the (exponentiated) next-state values
v (j) which do not depend on the current state. Note that in the special case pij = const the opti-
mal transition probabilities (14) correspond to a Gibbs distribution, with the optimal value function
playing the role of an energy function.

Substituting the optimal control (13) in the Bellman equation (7) and dropping the min operator,

v (i) = q (i) +
X

j
pij (u

� (i))
�
u�j (i) + v (j)

�
(15)

= q (i) +
X

j
pij (u

� (i)) (��i � 1)

= q (i)� �i � 1

= q (i)� log
�X

j
pij exp (�v (j))

�
Rearranging terms and exponentiating both sides of (15) yields

exp (�v (i)) = exp (�q (i))
X

j
pij exp (�v (j)) (16)

We now introduce the exponential transformation

z (i) = exp (�v (i)) (17)

which makes the minimized Bellman equation linear:

z (i) = exp (�q (i))
X

j
pijz (j) (18)

De�ning the vector z with elements z (i), and the diagonal matrix G with elements exp (�q (i))
along its main diagonal, (18) becomes

z = GPz (19)

Thus we have accomplished our second objective � which was to make the Bellman equation linear.
Our class of optimal control problems has been reduced to an eigenvalue problem.

2.1 Iterative solution and convergence analysis

From (19) it follows that z is an eigenvector of GP with eigenvalue 1. Furthermore z (i) > 0 for all
i 2 S and z (i) = 1 for i 2 A. Is there a vector z with these properties and is it unique? The answer
to both questions is positive, because the Bellman equation has a unique solution, and v is a solution
to the Bellman equation iff z = exp (�v) is an admissible solution to (19). The only remaining
question then is how to �nd the unique solution z. The obvious iterative method is

zk+1 = GPzk; z0 = 1 (20)



We will use ideas from the Perron-Frobenius theory of non-negative matrices to show that (20)
converges to the correct answer. A stochastic matrix P has spectral radius 1. Multiplication by
G scales down some of the rows of P , therefore GP has spectral radius at most 1. But we are
guaranteed than an eigenvector z with eigenvalue 1 exists, therefore GP has spectral radius 1 and
z is a largest eigenvector. Iteration (20) is equivalent to the power method (without the rescaling
which is unnecessary here) so it converges to a largest eigenvector. The additional constraints on
z are clearly satis�ed at all stages of the iteration. In particular, for i 2 A the i-th row of GP has
elements �ji , and so the i-th element of zk remains equal to 1 for all k.

The number of linearly independent eigenvectors of GP having eigenvalue 1 is equal to the number
of absorbing states. How does z relate to these eigenvectors in the case of multiple absorbing states?
Letm = jAj and n = jSj. We can permute the states so that GP is in canonical form:

GP =

�
T1 T2
0 I

�
(21)

The absorbing states are last, T1 is (n�m) by (n�m), and T2 is (n�m) by m. The reason we
have the identity matrix in the lower-right corner, despite multiplication by G, is that q (i) = 0 for
i 2 A and therefore the lastm elements on the main diagonal of G are 1. From (21) we have�

GP
�k
=

�
T k1

�
T k�11 + � � �+ T1 + I

�
T2

0 I

�
=

�
T k1

�
I� T k1

�
(I� T1)�1 T2

0 I

�
(22)

A stochastic matrix P with m absorbing states has m eigenvalues 1, and all other eigenvalues are
smaller than 1 in absolute value. Since the diagonal elements of G are no greater than 1, all eigen-
values of T1 are smaller than 1 and so limk!1 T

k
1 = 0. Then we have

T1 = lim
k!1

�
GP

�k
=

�
0 (I� T1)�1 T2
0 I

�
(23)

From (19) we have that (1; z) is an eigenpair of GP , thus (1; z) is also an eigenpair of T1. From
(23) it is clear that the lastm columns of T1 are eigenvectors of T1 with eigenvalue 1. The lastm
elements of z must be 1, therefore z is simply the sum of the columns of T1. In retrospect this is
obvious: the iteration (20) converges to T11 which is the sum of the columns of T1.

The above analysis also yields the rate of convergence. Let  < 1 be the largest eigenvalue of T1.
From (22) we see that iteration (20) converges exponentially as k. Faster convergence is obtained
for smaller . The factors that can make  small are: (i) large state costs q (i) resulting in small terms
exp (�q (i)) along the diagonal of G; (ii) small transition probabilities among non-absorbing states
(and large transition probabilities from non-absorbing to absorbing states). Importantly, convergence
is independent of problem size � because  has no reason to increase as the dimensionality of T1
increases. Indeed numerical simulations on randomly generated MDPs have shown that problem
size does not systematically affect the number of iterations needed to reach a given convergence
criterion. Thus the average running time of our algorithm scales linearly with the number of non-
zero elements in P .

2.2 Alternative problem formulations

While the focus of this paper is on in�nite-horizon total-cost problems with absorbing states, we
have obtained similar results for all other problem formulations commonly used in Reinforcement
Learning. Here we summarize these results. In �nite-horizon problems equation (19) becomes

z (t) = G (t)P (t) z (t+ 1) (24)
where z (tfinal) is initialized from a given �nal cost function. In in�nite-horizon average-cost-per-
stage problems equation (19) becomes

�z = GPz (25)
where � is the largest eigenvalue of GP , z is a differential value function, and the average cost per
stage turns out to be � log (�). In in�nite-horizon discounted-cost problems equation (19) becomes

z = GPz� (26)
where � < 1 is the discount factor and z� is de�ned element-wise. Even though the latter equation
is nonlinear, we have observed that the analog of iteration (20) still converges rapidly.
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3 Shortest paths as an eigenvalue problem

Suppose the state space S of our MDP corresponds to the vertex set of a directed graph, and letD be
the graph adjacency matrix whose element dij indicates the presence (dij = 1) or absence (dij = 0)
of a directed edge from vertex i to vertex j. Let A � S be a non-empty set of destination vertices.
Our goal is to �nd the length s (i) of the shortest path from every i 2 S to some vertex in A. For
i 2 A we have s (i) = 0 and dij = �ji .
We now show how the shortest path lengths s (i) can be obtained from our MDP. De�ne the elements
of the stochastic matrix P as

pij =
dijP
k dik

(27)

corresponding to a random walk on the graph. Next choose � > 0 and de�ne the state costs
q� (i) = � when i =2 A, q� (i) = 0 when i 2 A (28)

This cost model means that we pay a price � whenever the current state is not inA. Let v� (i) denote
the optimal value function for the MDP de�ned by (27, 28). If the control costs were 0 then the
shortest paths would simply be s (i) = 1

�v� (i). Here the control costs are not 0, however they are
bounded. This can be shown using

pij (u) = pij exp (uj) � 1 (29)
which implies that for pij 6= 0 we have uj � � log

�
pij
�
. Since r (i;u) is a convex combination of

the elements of u, the following bound holds:

r (i;u) � maxj (uj) � � log
�
minj:pij 6=0

�
pij
��

(30)

The control costs are bounded and we are free to choose � arbitrarily large, so we can make the state
costs dominate the optimal value function. This yields the following result:

s (i) = lim
�!1

v� (i)

�
(31)

Thus we have reduced the shortest path problem to an eigenvalue problem. In spectral graph theory
many problems have previously been related to eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian [3], but the
shortest path problem was not among them until now. Currently the most widely used algorithm is
Dijkstra's algorithm. In sparse graphs its running time is O (n log (n)). In contrast, algorithms for
�nding largest eigenpairs have running time O (n) for sparse matrices.

Of course (31) involves a limit and so we cannot obtain the exact shortest paths by solving a single
eigenvalue problem. However we can obtain a good approximation by setting � large enough � but
not too large because exp (��) may become numerically indistinguishable from 0. Fig 1 illustrates
the solution obtained from (31) and rounded down to the nearest integer, for � = 1 in 1A and � = 50
in 1B. Transitions are allowed to all neighbors. The result in 1B matches the exact shortest paths.
Although the solution for � = 1 is numerically larger, it is basically a scaled-up version of the
correct solution. Indeed the R2 between the two solutions before rounding was 0:997.



4 Approximating discrete MDPs via continuous embedding

In the previous section we replaced a discrete MDP (the shortest path problem) with a continuous
MDP and obtained an excellent approximation. However the discrete MDP was special: the con-
trols caused deterministic transitions and all costs were equal. Here we obtain approximations of
similar quality for more general discrete MDPs. The basic idea is to associate the discrete controls
with speci�c control vectors of a continuous MDP, and make sure that for these control vectors the
continuous MDP has the same costs and transition probabilities as the discrete MDP. This turns out
to be possible under mild and reasonable assumptions.

Consider a discrete MDP with transition probabilities and costs denoted ep and è. De�ne the matrix
B (i) of all controlled transition probabilities from state i. This matrix has elements

baj (i) = epij (a) ; a 2 U (i) (32)

We need two assumptions to guarantee embedding: for all i 2 S the matrixB (i)must have full row-
rank, and if any element of B (i) is 0 then the entire column must be 0. If the latter assumption does
not hold, we can replace the problematic 0 elements of B (i) with a small � and renormalize. Let
N (i) denote the set of possible next states, i.e. states j for which epij (a) > 0 for any/all a 2 U (i).
Remove the zero-columns of B (i) and restrict j 2 N (i).
Now let us examine the requirements for embedding, separately for each (current) state i. Let
the continuous control vector corresponding to discrete action a be ua. Matching the transition
probabilities of the discrete and continuous MDPs yields the set of constraints

pij exp
�
uaj
�
= epij (a) ; 8 i 2 S; j 2 N (i) ; a 2 U (i) (33)

These constraints are satis�ed iff the elements of the vector ua are

uaj = log (epij (a))� log �pij� (34)

Next we adjust the uncontrolled transition probabilities pij and state costs q (i) in the continuous
MDP to match the costs in the discrete MDP, that is, to satisfy the set of constraints

q (i) + r (i;ua) = è(i; a) ; 8 i 2 S; a 2 U (i) (35)

For the control vector given by (34) the KL-divergence cost is

r (i;ua) =
X

j
pij exp

�
uaj
�
uaj = h (i; a)�

X
j
epij (a) log �pij� (36)

where h (i; a) is the entropy of the transition probability distribution in the discrete MDP:

h (i; a) =
X

j
epij (a) log (epij (a)) (37)

The constraints (35) are then equivalent to

q (i)�
X

j
baj (i) log

�
pij
�
= è(i; a)� h (i; a) (38)

Suppressing the dependence on i, de�ne the vector y with elements è(i; a)�h (i; a), and the vector
x with elements log

�
pij
�
. Note that the dimensionality of y is jUj while the dimensionality of x

is jN j � jUj. The latter inequality follows from the assumption that B has full row-rank. The
constraints can now be written in matrix notation:

q1�Bx = y (39)

The vector bx = �Byy, where y denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, satis�es (39) with q = 0.
We can add to bx any vector in the null-space of B and still have a solution. However we are not
done yet. Recall that pij are transition probabilities which sum up to 1, and therefore we have
the additional constraint

P
j exp (xj) = 1. This is where the state costs q come in. Since B is a

stochastic matrix we have B1 = 1, and therefore

q1�B (bx+ q1) = Bbx = y (40)

Thus we can choose any state cost q � 0, and as long as we add q to all elements of bx the constraint
(39) is satis�ed.
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We choose q so that X
j
exp (bxj + q) = 1 (41)

The left hand side is a monotonic function of q and varies over (0;1) when q varies over (�1;1).
Therefore for any bx satisfyingBbx = y there is a unique q satisfying (39, 41) with x = bx+ q1. That
q may turn out to be negative � in which case we can either change bx by adding a suitable element
from the null-space of B, or scale all the costs è(i; a) by a positive constant. The latter scaling does
not affect the optimal control law for the discrete MDP, but it makes the elements of �Byy more
negative, and thus q becomes more positive. Its effect remains to be studied numerically.

We now illustrate this construction with the example in Fig 2. The grid world has a number of
obstacles (black squares) and two absorbing states (white stars). The possible next states are the
immediate neighbors including the current state. Thus jN (i)j is at most 9. The discrete MDP has
jN (i)j � 1 actions corresponding to stochastic transitions to each of the neighbors. For each action,
the transition probability to the "desired" state is 0:8 and the remaining 0:2 is equally distributed
among the other states. The costs è(i; a) are random numbers between 1 and 10 � which is why the
optimal value function shown in grayscale appears irregular. For each state we �rst set q (i) = 1 and
attempted to satisfy the constraints by exploiting the null-space of B (i). If that was not possible,
we found numerically the largest q (i) for which the constraints could be satis�ed (it always turned
out positive). Fig 2A shows the optimal value function for the discrete MDP. Fig 2B shows the
optimal value function for the corresponding continuous MDP, constructed as described above. The
scatterplot in Fig 2C shows the optimal values in the discrete and continuous MDP; each state is
a dot. Note the close correspondence. The values in the continuous MDP are numerically smaller,
which is to be expected since the control space is larger.

5 Z-learning

So far we assumed that a model of the continuous MDP is available. We now turn to stochastic ap-
proximations of the optimal value function � which can be used when such a model is not available.
All we have access to are triples (ik; jk; qk) where ik is the current state, jk is the next state, qk is
the state cost incurred at ik, and k is the sample number. Equation (18) can be rewritten as

z (i) = exp (�q (i))
X

j
pijz (j) = exp (�q (i))EP [z (j)] (42)

This suggests an obvious stochastic approximation bz to the function z, namelybz (ik) (1� �k) bz (ik) + �k exp (�qk) bz (jk) (43)
where the sequence of learning rates �k is appropriately decreased as k increases. The approxima-
tion to v (i) is simply � log (bz (i)). We will call this algorithm Z-learning.
Let us now compare (43) to the Q-learning algorithm applicable to discrete MDPs. Here we have
data (ik; jk; `k; uk). The difference is that `k is now the total cost and not just the state cost, and we
have a control uk generated by some control policy. The update equation for Q-learning isbQ (ik; uk) (1� �k) bQ (ik; uk) + �k min

u02U(jk)

�
`k + bQ (jk; u0)� (44)
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To compare the two algorithms, we �rst constructed continuous MDPs with q (i) = 1 and transitions
to the immediate neighbors in the grid worlds shown in Fig 3. For each state we found the optimal
transition probabilities (14). We then constructed a discrete MDP which had one action (per state)
that caused the same transition probabilities, and the corresponding cost was the same as in the
continuous MDP. We then added jN (i)j � 1 other actions by permuting the transition probabilities.
Thus the discrete and continuous MDPs were guaranteed to have identical optimal value functions.
Note that the goal here is no longer to approximate discrete with continuous MDPs, but to construct
pairs of problems with identical solutions allowing fair comparison of Z-learning and Q-learning.

We run both algorithms with the same random policy. The learning rates decayed as �k =
c= (c+ t (k)) where the constant c was optimized separately for each algorithm and t (k) is the
run to which sample k belongs. When the MDP reaches an absorbing state a new run is started from
a random initial state. The approximation error plotted in Fig 3 is de�ned as

maxi jv (i)� bv (i)j
maxi v (i)

(45)

and is computed at the end of each run. For small problems (Fig 3A) the two algorithms had identical
convergence, however for larger problems (Fig 3B) the new Z-learning algorithm was clearly faster.
This is not surprising: even though Z-learning is as model-free as Q-learning, it bene�ts from the
analytical developments in this paper, and in particular it does not need a maximization operator
or state-action values. The performace of Q-learning can be improved by using a non-random (say
�-greedy) policy, but the same holds for Z-learning. The latter improvement in the case of Z-learning
would correspond to importance sampling � which is known to reduce variance.

6 Summary

We introduced a novel class of MDPs which can be solved ef�ciently and used to approximate
traditional MDPs. Whenever a more tractable problem class is discovered people usually attempt
to �t their problems in it. An example is linear-quadratic control � which is arguably the best thing
that ever happened in optimal control theory, even though few systems in the real world are truly
linear. While the performance of our method on challenging large-scale problems remains to be
demonstrated, the numerical results and convergence analysis are very encouraging.
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